
With Father's Say appr*aehing, what better
tlme t* refleee an the valuable resouree

we have in slur worldly and infinitely

In 2006,the 2.2 million grandparents with

grandchildren underthe age of | 5 were maior

providers of care for their grandchildren. In

a | 2 month period, 83 per cent of these

grandparents had been babysitters for their

grandchildren,39 per cent provided school

holiday care and 28 per cent regularly looked

after their grandchildren while the children's

Darents were at worK.

Dr Elizabeth Celi, consulting psychologist

and author of RegulcrJoe vs. Mr lnvincible -
The Bonle for the True Mon, says we must

recognise the valuable asset we have in our

older men and harness their wisdom for the

sal<e of our younger generations.

"l cant emphasis enough the importance

of masculine mentoring, particularly for

young boys, in being able to show them a

strong, stable, masculine influence.

"We have a generation of men who have

such life experience and so much insightthat

they may not have shared along their journey.

By the time men reach grandfatherhood,

they've been through the process of raising

their own children, been through the

pressures of providing for the family and

have developed their own identity through

life experience.They now have the freedom,

the soace and the confidence to share what

they've learnt, what mistakes they may have

made and how they see things might be

done a little more easily.

"Being able to draw on that life experience

is such a blessing and unfortunately it seems

that everyone is so busy and we have so

many complexities in this day and age, that

we might forget what a valuable asset we

have in this person in their 60s,70s or 80s."

In societies of old, the role of 'mentoring'

boys into manhood was taken on by the

wider community.The survival of a race or

tribe was dependent on the comPetence

of its young men.Today, as the availability of

suitable'outside' male mentors in the form

of male teachers and employee/aPPrentice

relationshios continues to decline, the

imoortance of male mentors within the

family is increasingly important.

"Because of the way sociery has changed,

that environment where children would have

naturally been around other male mentors

unfortunately isn't there for young boys as

much," says Dr Celi.

"Mentoring used to be something that

was a natural part of our community.Young

must suffer in silence,they were healthy men

in the prime of their lives.Yet for some, the

pressures of life outweigh the joy of living

it. What issues are men dealing with that

could cause such a huge imbalance in suicide

statisticsl Perhaps, among other factors, it's

that they don't realise the infinite worth

and invaluable knowledge they possess,

particularly as they reach grandfatherhood.

l<nowledgeable fathers and grandfathers.

[Words] Meagan Jones

ON the 7th September,millions of fathers and

grandfathers across Australia will celebrate

the joys of parenthood. Sadly, on this same

day, statistics tell us that no less than flve

Australian men will take their own lives. Of

the two thousand suicides that occur each

year, eighty per cent are male. For the most

part, leading up to this distressing period in

their lives when they unfortunately feel they
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boys and yount men would have a lot more
men around them, rheir father being one in
particular, but then also other men in the
community where activities that families
engaged in involved young men being around
other men and by the process of osmosis,
they learnt about healthy masculinity and

healthy manhood, which is essential for
young boys and men.

"So it's important to recognise, whether
it's you as a grandfather for your own
grandchildren or as an older man in your
community, that you can have a positive
influence on the young people around you.

"For example, if your grandchild brings

a friend home from school who is part of
a single mother environment, perhaps you
could invite that friend to come along on a

fishing trip so rhat he is able to hang out
with the boys and older men who can guide
and teach him appropriatelyJ'

Dr Celi says that through life experience,
fathers and grandfathers are in a prime
position to teach the younger generation
about what it means to be an authentic
healthy man.As the line berween traditional

gender roles continues to blur, it has

never been so important for'young men
to recognise and understand. their own
masculinicy.

"The authentic man has the .courage to
be vulnerable and the strength to defend
it if he needs to. He develops the ability
to understand himself and be flexible and

adaptable with how the generations and

society have changed. That includes things
like gender role identity changes, what it
means to be a man in this day and age and

also understanding how he is as a man.
"We have to recognise that with fathers,

particularly if they're the primary provider
for the family, the act of going -to work
and providing for the family is a vehicle of
nurturance in itself. lt's obviously different
to the nurturance a mother offers, but it
doesnt make it any less valuable."

Dr Celi says thar throughout the
fatherhood phase of life, men are really just
'in it'; they want to lool< after the family,

they want to provide protection and

stability and security, as well as meet their
career aspirations.

"So throughout the earlier times of life,

as a worker, as a provider and as a fatheri
they're really doing it day to day, doing the
best they can and learning and growing.

"Once they ger to grandfatherhood,
there's that point where they can look back
and reflect on it and enjoy their grandkids

as a grandfather in that primary role and

really see the growing up phase, perhaps

seeing how their children are now parents

and being able to impart some wisdom and

life experience to their own children, if not
other people's children that might seek
advice from them in the mentoring role.

"lt's such a beauty to watch and it would
be a shame to have that quietly disappear
because everyone is too busy to remember
it's there."

On Tuesdoy I I November, Dr Celi, Max
rl'lalker and the Rotary Club of Mt Mortha,
Yictorio will leo,d a panel of speokers with
discussion on the True Man. It will be
an entertdining evening of informotion
surrounding men's health, monhood
and ftn. tuning your performance
psychology.To be kept informed, register
your interest with Dn Elizobeth Celi on
i nfo@qu a I itylivi n g. co m. a u .
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